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Global Argon Dark Matter Collaboration

350 Researchers from 80 

Institutes

First project:  DS20k at Gran 

Sasso

Goal:  Pursue Dark Matter 

through the neutrino floor

DS20k makes the next generation 

physics measurement.  It vets and 

enables the technology for Argo

Argo at SNOLAB



GADMC will pursue a program to reach below the neutrino floor with argon.  Argon has several good 

properties:

● Unsurpassed discrimination between signal (nuclear recoils(NR)) and electromagnetic (EM) 

backgrounds. Based on DEAP3600 data, this will surpass 109

● TPC provides high resolution position reconstruction

● LAr provides excellent sensitivity in the region of WIMP masses above 30 GeV/c2 using single or 

two phase detection with direct light observation for the rejection of EM events

● Ability to achieve very low radon backgrounds (160 nBq/kg of 222Rn, 2.6 nBq/kg of 220Rn in DEAP)

Two step programme:  DS20k in next few years, followed by Argo (300 tons) 



Why Liquid Noble gases?

J A Nikkel et al 2012 JINST 7 

C03007

Scaleable

High Purity

Liquid Scintillators



Why Argon?

Incredibly good PSD: allows 3000 kg of normal argon  

Exceptional radioactivity and chemistry

Relatively inexpensive:  sources of underground argon 

Phys. Rev. D 93, 081101 (2016)



Why do Argon if people are doing Xenon

Technically quite different (PSD, electron mobility, wavelength of scintillation light, 

radon chemistry, radiation length, inherent radioactivities)

Coherent Neutrino Scattering of atmospheric and DSNB neutrinos can generate 

high energy nuclear recoils.

Solar neutrinos can generate EM events in argon and xenon.  

Different physics of WIMP scattering: ultimate sensitivity, different mass, isospin 

Yaguna (JCAP, 2019)

Science (SNO Phases, Daniel Kahneman’s “pre-mortem”)



Darkside 20k



Darkside 20k Cryostat



TPC

All acrylic!

Grid and vapour space at top of TPC

Clevios coating for conductors (anode, cathode, field 

cage)

TPB coatings for WLS, reflector panels for optical 

isolation.

Acrylic allows light out and provides some shielding 

between sensors and argon.  No material except 

tpb/acrylic in contact with Underground argon

Significant Canadian contribution



Lower radioactivity compared with PMTs.

Canadian CFI+ Triumf+DAQ



Veto Detector: atmospheric liquid argon



Underground Argon: Urania and Aria

Argus for Argo?

Planning for Argo



Scaling up for Argo:

● Cryostat is suitable

● TPC / Acrylic

● SiPMs 

● Veto Detector

● Underground Argon (already planning for Argo)



Canadian Contributions

Acrylic TPC

TPB/Clevios coating (with Astrocent)

SiPM electronics

DAQ

Underground argon/transport/storage



Exclusion limits 



Discovery Potential


